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1. INTRODUCTION

Cases of spontaneous release of energy ("burp") were observed numerously in solid
methane, water ice and other hydrogenous compounds irradiated in fast neutron fields with
absorbed dose 2-10 MGy [1-6]. Nature of this phenomenon is that accumulation of radicals
and thermal instability of a sample under due concentration of radicals culminate to auto-
catalytic reaction of their recombination. The most odious feature of this phenomenon is that
irradiation time, before a burp occurs, varies significantly even in identical irradiation
condition. Respectively, amount of released energy varies as well. For example, in URAM-2
experiments [5,61 with water ice, irradiation time before appearance of spontaneous burp
varied from 5 hours to 11 hours for equal samples and up to 20 hours for the smallest sample.
Another feature of the phenomenon is that regularities for occurrence of spontaneous release
of energy (that is, dependence on temperature, size of sample, absorbed dose) can't be
extracted explicitly from experimental data, if applying known relations for critical
concentration of radicals, namely: Semenov's and Frank-Kamenetski's conditions of thermal
instability of a sample [7], Jackson's relation for chain process of recombination of uniformly
distributed radicals [8|, critical condition based on accounting for acceleration of a process of
recombination in the regions of micro-cracks [9-11], and, finally, critical condition for
irregular distribution of radicals proposed by the author of this article [4,12,13). Not one of
these theories predicts casual character of a burp on macro-scale basis.
So that, notwithstanding fair amount of experimental data on spontaneous burps, it is still im-
possible to derive well-balanced theory of this phenomenon. One attempt to understand a rea-
son for the strange behavior of spontaneous burping is a probabilistic, cluster model of spon-
taneous release of energy, developed in the Chapter 4 of this paper. Spontaneous burps ob-
served during URAM-2 project and in solid methane moderators of the neutron sources in op-
eration are analyzed from this standpoint.

2. DISCUSSION ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF SPONTANEOUS BURPS

2.1. Solid methane

Among 27 irradiations of solid methane samples made in the frame of the URAM-2
project, only one spontaneous burp occurred (in 5 mm shell sample after 11 hours). No other
spontaneous burp was observed even for bigger samples and longer irradiation though there
were at least 8 irradiations when such event should be expected relying on the previous ex-
perience with solid methane moderators operation [1-4, 16, 17]. Conditions were almost
identical (regarding irradiation temperature, absorbed dose, cooling condition) in URAM-2
and in cold moderators at IBR-2, IPNS, and KENS facilities where spontaneous burps were
recorded. It is significant that in URAM-1 experiments [16] where mass of methane was
small (about 16 g) no spontaneous burp was also registered.
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First of all. we should conclude that characteristic size of a sample (which was smaller
at URAM-2 than in IBR-2 or IPNS moderator) hardly affects critical condition for burping.
Really, computer simulation of thermal instability by a model, accounting for a si/e of a sam-
ple (the case of thermal diffusion model of recombination of uniformly distributed radicals,
Frank-Kamenelski's case (See in [4, 18]) showed, that relation between released energy in in-
duced burps and temperature of ignition is very steep (see Fig. 1 ) for a complete choice of set
of parameters ensuring generation of a burp, that are K2. R, T2w, (see Hq. I in 151 presented at
this meeting). No case displays linear character of Q(T) relation in the broad range of 10 K in
contrary to the URAM-2 case, see Fig. 6 in [5|. Moreover, it is known (see, for example, | 1 ,
4, 14, I8|) that thermal instability in the thermal diffusion model depends on cooling time of a
sample: the longer cooling lime, the less stability. Though cooling time of the cold mcxJerator
of IPNS (60 sec) is less than that of a sample No 23 at URAM-2 (90 sec), no spontaneous
burp occurred in the latter case.
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Figure 1. Relation between stored energy and T,;,,, evaluated with Hrunk-Kamenetsky's model of ther-
mal instability.

Fxplanation of infrequent occurrence of spontaneous burps at URAM-2 experiments
with solid methane samples may be done applying a model of fast recombination of radicals
accounting for non-uniformity of radical spatial distribution, |4, 8, 12-14], complemented
with a probabilistic approach to burp occurrence.

For the moment, we apply for URAM-2 and FSS condition a simplified relation be-
tween critical stored energy and irradiation (or ignition) temperature To 118]:
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There are two free parameters in the simple model - T,-i which is interpreted as
temperature of ignition of a "burnable" cluster (a small region such that small perturbation of
temperature - several track superposing the region or self annealing of a structural defect - can
stimulate recombination of all radicals in the region), and ^factor which is a fraction of clus-
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tered radicals. But in more sophisticated mathematical versions of the model it should be re-
ferred to as a factor of a grade of non-uniformity, that is, the more probable appearance of a
burnable region, the higher ^factor. The fact that energy released in induced burps in URAM-
2 is linear to temperature of ignition (see Fig.6 and Eq.(4 ) in [5]), may confirm validity of
this model. To satisfy experimental results of induced burps in URAM-2, ^factor should be
put equal to about 0.4. According to the simplified model, maximum value of ^factor is equal
to unity

Initiation of a burp in the conception of non-uniformity of radical distribution is inde-
pendent on a size of a sample. Really, ignition was always instantaneous over a sample which
testifies to the statement above. But, propagation of a process of recombination through the
sample is only possible until length of recombination wave Vxx (X is temperature diffusivity
and x is a reaction time) is less or comparable to a characteristic size of a sample. From the
given experiment, x < 1 s, and length of recombination wave is then less than 0.6 mm. Really,
0.3 mm thick of a sample was observed to be a limit size for a burp occurrence.

But a conclusion made in the previous paragraph is far from being true for a volume of
a sample. This is proven in the Chapter 4 of this paper. Really, Eq. (a) defines condition for
initiation of fast recombination process, that is, defines local condition. That means that in
some local place, at some moment, density of radicals and local temperature satisfies to chain
reaction of recombination. Undoubtedly, probability of an appearance of local, burnable con-
figuration of radical distribution and of high local temperature increase linearly with volume
of a sample, see Eqs. (3). (7) in Chapter 4. Therefore, to keep Eq.(a) valid, we must consider
^factor be depending on absorbed dose and volume of a sample (just volume, not character-
istic size). Moreover, this factor may vary from one experiment to another. Variations are less
for bigger samples, in accord with a deduction made in section 4.5. So that, one may consider
both ^factor and gm , in Eq.(a) only as averaged, expected values for an individual burp.

Then, it is reasonable to assume that ^factor in Eq.(a) for big samples such as cold
moderators of IPNS, KENS, and IBR-2 (their volume of solid methane one hundred times
more than volume of URAM-2 capsule) is higher than 0.4. Critical concentration for solid
methane cold moderators is about 50-r60% of that for URAM-2. Then, critical condition for
burping with Eq.(a) would be close to reality if putting ^factor equal to 0.8-rl and keeping
Td parameter the same, that is 36K.

2.2. Water ice

First of all, it is worth to say that water ice samples display spontaneous burping more
"readily" than methane, but a stochastic character of burps remains. Only four of six samples,
irradiated at the same condition, displayed spontaneous burps. Irradiation time to spontaneous
burping at 20-25K varied from 5 to 10.5 hours (for segmented samples >2.2 g) with differ-
ence of critical concentration of radicals up to 50%.

Two reasons for stochastic character of burping in water ice can be supposed: prob-
abilistic character of ignition of recombination process and structure of a sample. Temperature
conditions during preparation of ice samples differ a little bit, and, probably, affect structure
or texture of ice. A number of defects in a sample can affect a rate of diffusion of radicals, or
dispersion of density of radicals. In the cluster, probabilistic model of the process of fast re-
combination this means changes in burping conditions.

Due to dispersion of critical concentration of radicals it was impossible to determine
the temperature-critical concentration of radical relationship correctly. The only conclusion is
that this relationship is very weak in the range 20-30 K:

r = Qcrit(30K)/Qcri,(20K)<1.4.
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The equation (a) may also describe condition for spontaneous burping in ice, with the
same constraints as for solid methane. In this case, ^factor is about 0.1. Applying formulas
(5) and (6) from [5], we get a temperature condition for probability to have a spontaneous
burping in ice (for higher temperature, saturated density of radicals is lower than critical one):

T < 35 K-f 36 K.

Actually, no burp were observed at T>34 K. But, accounting for the uncertainty of
critical condition because of variation of time to burping, one can expect a burp even at higher
temperature, may be, up to 40 K.

It is interesting to note that critical density of radicals in water ice increases with tem-
perature in the range 20-34 K. Such behavior contradicts to thermal diffusion model of re-
combination as in the latter case it should go down with temperature, see Fig.l and [4,7]. In
cluster model it is easy to understand with an eye to linear dependence of Qcrit on specific heat
of ice (Eq. (a)), which goes up steeply in the range 20K-40K [15].

A lack of spontaneous burps in beads of ice prepared by cooling water in liquid nitro-
gen (we call such prepared ice «amorphous», though it is sooner crystalline with many de-
fects) can be explained by short time of irradiation and too high irradiation temperature. Most
probably, it would occur at 20-25K as it was for hydrates (see in the relevant section of [5])
after 15-20 hours of irradiation, when stored energy exceeds 90-100 J/g.

3. ANALYSIS OF BURPING OF MODERATOR MATERIALS IN ESS CONDITION

3.1 Burps in solid methane moderator

Basing on URAM-2 experiments analysis one can conclude that saturation curve for ESS
solid methane moderator may be restored by Eq. 1 in [5] with R depending on time and with-
out the second order term. Calculated saturation curves are shown in Fig. 2 for four irradiation
temperatures. It was assumed that D* = 2 W/g and radical recombination reaction is H + CH3.

0,0 0,5 2,0 2,5 3,0

time, h

Figure 2. Saturation curves of stored energy in an ESS solid methane pellet for a set of irradiation
temperatures. Straight lines point to critical values of Q.
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Due to high dose rale and big volume, uncertainty of time to burping for the ESS
moderator is negligibly small. Applying for the ESS the cluster model, given above, we as-
sumed y = 0.8-H in Kq.(a) because volume of KSS moderator chamber is as big as of IPNS.
By comparing saturation curves for the KSS, Fig. 2, and critical condition by Kq.(a), one can
calculate a duration of irradiation until spontaneous burp occurs in one of solid methane beads
as a function of irradiation temperature. This value which is commonly referred to as 'maxi-
mum reliable residence time" of beads, is shown in Fig. 3 for magnitudes of y between 0.8 and
I (upper and lower border lines of the gray area).
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Figure 3. Estimation of maximal available residence time of methane beads in ESS conditions (for
1 MW target station).

Challenging question is: would a recombination wave propagate from one bead to an-
other? Most probable, yes, because under-heating of methane to the temperature of ignition,
being irradiated at 2IK, (see Fig. 6 in |5|) is only 2.5K. Released energy in spontaneous burp
at 21K is expected to be (Fig. 2) about 60 J/g, and maximal temperature of a bead is 60 K ac-
cordingly. Transient superheating of a contact area between two adjacent beads can be esti-
mated in the first approximation by a simple relation

ST = (Tm;,x - TLH) tcoo/Tburp ,

where tcooi is a cooling time of the contact area (tcooi« (P cpWihane Ma, where h is a cross size
of the contact area, a is a heat transfer coefficient) and Thun> is duration of a burp, 0.5-^0.6 sec.
Assuming heat transfer coefficient near contact area between two adjacent beads (where liq-
uid hydrogen is almost stagnant) be close to 10 2 W/cm2/K (experiments in Oak-Ridge on
cooling of methane beads), we have

ST[K] = (0 .5-r l ) \<?h(h\cm\).
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Kven at /)=().() 1 mm which is too small value for a bead of 2 mm diameter,

5T = 5-H0K.

This estimate proves high probability of recombination wave propagation from one
bead to another. Moreover, this statement is confirmed by interaction with the URAM-2 ex-
periments with beads of methane hydrate and beads of ice in argon matrix where ignition of
burps occurred always in a whole pack of beads. Actually, taking in mind that thermal con-
ductivity of solid argon is much better than that of liquid hydrogen, one may conclude that
cooling of interface between two beads in the case of stagnant liquid hydrogen is worse than
in the case of solid argon (calculation of thermal expansion of ice beads in solid argon matrix
showed that at 20 K beads are compressed in the matrix). Then, temperature rise in a contact
area should be higher in liquid hydrogen, and propagation of recombination wave from one
bead to another would come easier.

If one accepts mechanical nature of propagation ("percolation" as it is defined in 111))
of ignition of clusters of radicals, then positive answer for the question "would a recombina-
tion wave propagate from one bead to another?" would be evident.

And the last pessimistic conclusion: Even if one assumes that no spontaneous burps is
expected in ESS solid methane moderator cooled with liquid hydrogen, any small perturba-
tion of temperature in any single bead (+2-r3K) can cause fast recombination process in a
whole assembly resulting in evaporation of cooling hydrogen.

3.2 Burps in water ice for KSS irradiation condition

For the KSS moderator conditions for spontaneous burping in ice can be derived from
URAM-2 data with correction for higher dose rate and big volume of ice. Time to burping
will be 9.3 times less according to dose rate (for I MW KSS target station) and dispersion will
be much less. Unlike the solid methane case, yfactor for big samples of water ice is unknown.
But one statement is evident: critical concentration of radicals (or amount of stored energy)
can't be less than minimal concentration to make an induced burp, which is 65-70 J/g. Ac-
cepting this value, we have y~ 0.15.

Kstimated values of times between succeeding spontaneous burps in small samples of
ice prepared by slow freezing of pure water (diameter < 30 mm) versus temperature are given
in Fig. 4. Because of dispersion in burping condition, there are two curves t(Tirr), and
expected times are confined between them. For the case of the KSS ice moderator (many
beads) only lower curve should be taken into account. Released energy in spontaneous burps
will be 65-70 J/g, and the sample will be heated up to 130 K. Samples of ice prepared by
freezing water in liquid nitrogen (diameter - 5 mm) would behave, probably, like hydrates but
this is not fully confirmed.

3.3 Burps in hydrates for KSS irradiation condition

For the KSS moderator made from THF or methane hydrate ice one can expect the next
burping condition:

• temperature is less than 25 K,
• time between succeeding burps - 1.4-=-1.6 hour,
• stored energy > 80-100 J/g,
• healing - up to 170 K.
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Figure 4. Recommended values of maximum allowable residence time of ice beads in the HSS ice
moderator (lower border line of the gray area).

4. PROBABILISTIC MODEL OF SPONTANEOUS RELEASE OF ENERGY ("BURP") IN
IRRADIATED ICES

4.1 Conception of the model.

A basis of this model was outlined in previous papers of the author [12,13]. There it was
stated that a key to understand features of fast spontaneous reaction of recombination of radi-
cals (SB) is in taking into account irregularities in space distribution of radicals and in energy
deposited. Radicals are generated in the tracks of recoil protons, and therefore, they are ar-
ranged mainly in lines or in spurs. Because diffusion of radicals at low temperatures (10-30K)
is too slow to gel them away from their origins, we come to the conclusion about non-uniform
distribution of radicals and their concentration in clusters. Besides their original distribution
due to tracks formation, clusters of radicals may occupy structure defect sites as well. Struc-
ture defects can be caused by radiation or generated in the course of freezing of a sample.
Two-dimensional computer simulation of proton track distribution revealed high dispersion of
concentration of radicals on a small scale base: three-fourfold increase in local density of
radicals as compared to averaged over a sample [12|. As rate of recombination reaction is
square proportional to density of radicals, such increase in local density of radicals may lead
to initiation of auto-catalytic reaction in this local area of high density of radicals. Therefore,
clustered structure of distribution of radicals decreases critical density of radicals as compared
to those determined by thermal instability of a sample.
A simplified mathematical approach to this model was derived in [18] with no account to a
stochastic character of initiation of a burp. This paper gives more detailed insight into the
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model and some consequences of its application. It explains why process of SB has a stochas-
tic character.

In the basis of the model we have put three qualitative conditions for SB appearance which
are necessary and sufficient:

/. //) a sample under irradiation, there exist clusters of radicals highly enriched
with radicals occupying a tiny region of definite size (let us call such clusters
"burnable"); both density of radicals and size of the clusters are big enough
that any perturbation ("ignition") inside the cluster actuates recombination of
all radicals inside the cluster and, beside that, an amount of heat released in the
burnable cluster can trigger a process of penetration of recombination reaction
beyond the cluster.

2. The second condition is appearance of a source of ignition, a kind of "detona-
tor", a "match", which stimulate recombination in the burnable cluster.

3. And, finally, space-averaged density of radicals over the sample, size of the sam-
ple, and cooling condition are that which can sustain propagation of recombi-
nation reaction through the sample, either in the form of a wave of recombina-
tion or in the form ofsoliton-like temperature spikes.

The last condition is widely used in literature of chemical kinetics and it is suffice to say that
in the cases of the current interest (solid methane at 20-30K, water ice at 20-40K, used as
cold neutron moderators) this condition is satisfied usually earlier in the course of irradiation
than the first two (except too small samples). Therefore, the first two conditions are most sig-
nificant to study.

4.2 General approach.

Let us denote density of radicals in a "burnable" cluster by n», averaged volume of a burnable
cluster by Vo, volume of a sample by V, space-averaged density of radicals over the sample
by n . Then, number of burnable cluster concurrently existing in the sample at the instant /,
may be expressed in the form:

mt) = p(no,Vlhn,t)(V/Vo) (I)

where function pfnu.Vo, n, t) is probability that volume V» chosen at random appears to be a
burnable cluster. Sure, fi« and V« are, to some extent, not strictly defined, though, they are
bounded in definite ranges of values. We imply n,, and Vo to be equal to averaged values in
the ranges. If "life time" of a burnable cluster is denoted by rv , then probability of SB appear-
ance in unit time is

/ ' = P(no,Vo, n, t) (V/ VflJ/ r, (2)

and mean expectation time to burping at the instant t is

TSH=l/r= V,-r,/p(Ht,Va, it, t)/V. (3)

It is most probable to assume that burnable clusters are ignited with a hot track of proton or,
which is more probable, with some superimposed tracks. Then, the "life time" of a burnable
cluster r, can be expressed as
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where D is absorbed close rale. Now, a mean expectation time to burping al the instant / ap-
pears to be proportional to :

TSH ~ I/p(n0,Vlk n,i)/(V D) (3a).

It is important: even this quite general relation with uncertain parameters /i»,V0 says definitely
that appearance of SB is inverse proportional to volume of a sample, not characteristic size or
geometry of a sample, as it is for thermal instability conditions. However, it is clear that char-
acteristic size and geometry of a sample play a part in the third condition of SB formulated
above. Appearance of SB is also inverse proportional to the rate of absorbed dose.

4.3. Gauss approximation

Now we'll try to specify parameters in (3a).
Let us suggest that density of radicals n in volume V» chosen at random is distributed by
Gaussian; after normalization we have:

p(n,Vft ft, t) = l/(V,, n <2n a) exp(-(n/n - 1 )2/2a2) (4).

The a-quantity is a dimensionless mean square deviation. Value of n0 can be evaluated from
Jackson's condition for uniform distribution of radicals:

0.62-C (T -TJ (5)
x Q

where .v is the number of the nearest radical trap sites plus one (for the methane matrix, .v is
13); Cm=CpM is the molar specific heat; Q is the heat of recombination per mole: T,t is the
irradiation temperature, and ncri,=n(). Jackson did not apply the Arrhenius law to the recombi-
nation rate, but only considered that a trapped radical is freed if T>7",,,, , and the free radical
reacts at once with its neighbor if there is at least one.
Its estimate lays between 3 mol % and 4 mol % for solid methane. Now, the mean expectation
time to burping at the instant / may be expressed through only one unknown parameter a , not
including dimensional factors 7», Do, and V« :

TSH= (Tfl Do • Vo) n a exp((«,/« - I )2/2a2)/(V D) =
= C n a exp((n«/n - 1 )2/2o2)/(V D) (6).

Time dependence of 7\,« is hidden in n.

Factor C seems to be independent on size and geometry of a sample under irradiation, and on
time of irradiation, except temperature: C =flJin). Thus, we have an opportunity to make es-
timation of both o-value and C-factor by comparing experimental values of mean expectation
time to burping for different n.

4.4. Estimation of parameters C and a in (6)

a) Mean square deviation of density of radical.

First, it is required of the a-value that the mean expectation time to burping TSH is rather
weakly dependent on n, at least, in the range of n typical for SB, that is, 0.5-0.8% for solid
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methane and 0.7-1.5% lor water ice |4,6,13|. Otherwise, no (or only small) dispersion in time
of SB appearance would be observed in URAM-2 experiments. Really, SB in solid methane
sample of URAM-2 experiments occurred once after 10 hours of irradiation but no burp oc-
curred in three longer irradiations up to 26 hours. Dispersion of limes to SB for water ice has
similar character as it was already said in the introduction.
Now, basing on this requirement, it becomes possible to select value of o. Thus, mean expec-
tation time to burping is proportional to the complex

F(h, o, nfl) = n a exp((/i»/rt - 1 )"/2o (7).

Calculated values of this complex, that is, relative value of mean expectation time to burping
for a given sample, as function of n for «« = 3%> and for some values of a is in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative value of mean expectation lime to burping, function (6).

1
1.5
2

2.5
3
4

n=0.4%
-
-
-
-

792
157

n =0.5%
1.34 10s

2547
296
114
55.9
22.7

0.6%
1788
152
45
23.2
15
8.87

0.75%
67.5
18.4
10.0
7.18
5.8
4.62

1.0%
7.39
4.65
3.85
3.51
3.37
3.3

1.25%
3.33
2.94
2.88
2.93
3.00
3.19

1.5%
2.47
2.56
2.73
2.89
3.07
3.40

Table 2. Probability of propagation of fust process of recombination beyond a cluster enriched wilh
radicals and its inverse value, computer simulation.

Mean density
of radicals

P
1/p

n=0.4%

0.01
100

0.5%

0.04
25

0.6%

0.18
5.55

0.7%

0.4
2.5

0.8%

0.65
1.54

Spontaneous burps in water ice occurred in samples of 2.5-3 g mostly at it between 0.7-1%
after 8.4 hours in averaged, and one time - at 1.7-1.8% after 19 h for small sample of 0.4 g.
Taking in mind that time of appearance of SB is inverse proportional_to volume of a sample, it
is easy to conclude that values of o" from 2 to 3 satisfies almost equally experimental data for
ice. As to the solid methane case, there is only one way to check which value of CT is most
adequate, namely: to compare situation at URAM-2 and IPNS solid methane moderators /14/.
In URAM-2 there was one SB at ii-0.8% after about 300 g-hours of total irradiation ("g-
hours" means a product of irradiation time by mass of a sample) whereas IPNS moderators
suffered from SB each 24-28 hours at n~0.5-0.6%. Taking in mind that space-averaged den-
sity of radicals for some lime during initial period of each irradiation run is lower than limit
for propagation of recombination wave through a sample (-0.4% for methane and -0.6%' for
ice of water), one need to subtract this time from total time in order to receive expectation
lime to burping. After this operation we have about 150-200 g-hours for URAM-2 and 300-
1000 g-hours for IPNS (ratio ol" mass of methane in URAM-2 to that of IPNS is about 1:100
and dose rate ratio is 5:1). Having relation (5) and Table 1, one may conclude that o2-value
should be closer to 4 to have the best fit for all experimental data.
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Il is interesting to nole that a' ~ 3 -r 4 was estimated by computer simulation of recoil proton
tracks in 2D-geometry for radical distribution in the region of ~ 10° cm 112|. With the same
computer code, results of PC simulation for probability of propagation of fast process of re-
combination beyond the cluster of radicals of 10 4 cm was returned. Values which are inverse
proportional to this evaluated probability, are placed in the Table 2 (below Table I). Com-
paring the tables, it is easy to see that analytically evaluated variations of expectation time to
burping with space-averaged density of radicals (Table 1. a' ~ 3 - 4) is close to that for PC
simulation in 2D geometry. Table 2, third row.

b) Evaluation of factor C.

Factor C(T) for solid methane can be estimated also from experimental data of IPNS and
URAM-2 project. Reciprocally compatible value of C(T) was received to be between
300T600 |cm3 h W/g] for T=20-22K. Temperature dependence is very small in the range 20-
26K. For water ice , factor C(T) appeared to be much less: 7.5-15 at T = 20-25K. This fact
is almost evident: due to very low heat capacity of ice (about 1/150 of heat capacity of meth-
ane at 30 K [ 151) both parameters nfl and Vo are, most probably, less than those of methane.
Weak dependence of probability of propagation of fast process of recombination beyond the
burnable cluster of radicals on temperature of irradiation was checked by PC simulation in
2D-geometry. In Table 3 probability of propagation of fast process of recombination (in solid
methane) is shown versus temperature of irradiation for given space-averaged density of radi-
cals n=0.7%.

Table 3.

Temperature, K
Probability

20
0.23

22
0.40

24
0.63

25
0.72

4.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

Finally, expression for the mean expectation time to burping at instant t may be expressed as :

TSB = C(TilT) fi(t) a exp((no/n - I )2/2o2)/(V D) (8).

where C(Tm) is a factor depending on material of a moderator (strong dependence) and tem-
perature of irradiation (weak dependence), «(t) is space-averaged density of radicals (mol.
part), o is dimensionless mean square deviation of density of radical inside some small vol-
ume Vo which size is not presented in an explicit form in (8), no is the critical density of
radicals uniformly distributed in small limited volume (evaluated, for example, by Jackson's
relation), and V and D are volume of the sample and absorbed dose rate , respectively.
It should be taking in mind , according to the three conditions for SB stated in the beginning,
that total expectation time to SB is a sum of two values: TSB by (8) and time 7» needed to ac-
cumulate radicals up to ncru -limit which can sustain propagation of recombination reaction
through the sample as a whole.
(ncri, is defined by size and shape of a sample, by its thermal properties, by cooling condition
and by kinetics of radicals; evaluation of this value is not a subject of this probabilistic model.
It is only worth to note that ncru < no . Really, less concentration of reagents is needed to sus-
tain reaction which is already in action, than to initiate the process. Let us take an extreme
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case: the sample of infinite size. Radicals of any low concentration will then react sooner or
later: n,ri,~Q; but, as higher concentration as sooner process of recombination begins).
To- value can be evaluated from the relation

>%,-„= Rr (l-exp(-7",/r)),

where r and R are "life lime " of radicals and radical production rale, respectively. For low
dose rate (and low value of R accordingly) and/or big volume of a sample, T» may prevail
over 7"s« resulting in deterministic character of SB appearance (if such is principally possible,
lhat is, if neri, < R r ). To will also prevail over 7'y« for high dose rate and big volume of a
sample, situation which is typical for cold moderators of advanced spallation neutron sources.

We understand (hat there are certain arbitrariness in the procedures used above. But it seems
reasonable accounting for general conditionally of the model discussed. Function (I) is only
one of many possible type of distribution of radicals in small volume of definite si/.e chosen at
random. Actually, type of the distribution is defined by many factors, such as structural de-
fects, micro-cracks, crystallite interstilials, and diffusion of radicals which are quite unlikely
to be analyzed with enough degree of certainty. This model may serve only for rough estima-
tion of probability of spontaneous burping in solid methane and water ice until more rigorous
theory is developed.
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